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This 4-page study guide contains fundamental sociological definitions and principles which are
specifically designed to aid students.

About the AuthorMelanie Waldron is a Heinemann-Raintree author.
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Kiss My Bulldog, “Lots of information. The quality of the study guide is what I expected.
However, the information is too much. I prefer more simplified study guides with just key words.
They packed a ton of info into the 4 page laminated study guide.”

Deneece Gabbard, “Sociology Quickstudy Bar Chart. The Sociology Quickstudy Bar Chart is as
I would have expected.I haven't taken the class yet to see how it helps with text prep.Will do so
in the FALL. Product was shipped on time. THANKS!”

poppabear, “Great. Good guide.”

La Vera, “... came in handy for my class so it was nice to be able to have this as a study .... This
came in handy for my class so it was nice to be able to have this as a study guide as well
besides the book”

parollins, “Great Quickstudy for Sociology. This is a great item to scan before test. It goes over
everything briefly and you get everything on a few pages and of course it hold up much better
than paper.”

Tashara Jerkins, “Four Stars. worth it”

Tabbi512, “thank you. Helps me with school, I am going into nursing and everything helps. so
thank you, it came in a timely fashion and in really great condition”

Kelly Lorencz, “Four Stars. This will go a long way is assisting with my studies.”

The book by Melanie Waldron has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 30 people have provided feedback.
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